
GOLF, THE PROPER WAY
BY GEORGE SARGENT, NATIONAL

OPEN CHAMPION

A good deal has been written at
various times by the leading players
past and present, and a good many
books filled on the great and interest-
ing subject, "How to Play Golf." But
the subject is far from exhausted; in
fact it almost seems like the venerable
fiddle that no matter how much one
may learn about the game, there is
always a little something else to strive
for. At the invitation of the Editor
I am contributing my store of know-
ledge gained during a life time's study
of the Royal and Ancient game, for
the benefit of readers of the American
Golfer. I will endeavor with the aid
of a few illustrations to explain as
clearly as possible the methods I use
myself, also to give a few hints on
what not to do.

First and foremost of course comes
driving; whilst it may not be the most
effective part of the game, it certainly
is the most enjoyable, for to stand
up and drive a ball straight down the
course for about a two hundred yards
carry, gives one as great a feeling of
satisfaction as anything I know of.

For a commencement we will pro-
ceed to examine the grip or method of
grasping the club. I use the overlap-

ping grip, the same as does Harry
Vardon, J. H. Taylor and James
Braid; I consider it the best grip for
the simple reason it enables you to
proportion the amount of work to each
hand so much easier than any other
style of grip; it also enables the two
wrists to work together in such a
manner that you get more command
over what is often termed as the de-
lightful snap of the wrists. The snap
of the wrists is nothing more or less
than perfect timing, or swinging your
club in such a manner that it reaches
its highest speed the exact instant it
strikes the ball. It is the snap of the
wrists that makes you a long driver
or a short one; if you can time your
wrists perfectly you will be a long
driver; if not your energy is wasted
and you will be one of the mediocre
ones.

I am considerably astonished that
American golfers, usually such a go-
ahead people, have not adopted the
overlapping grip more generally than
is the case. I admit it possibly does
not suit everyone, but nevertheless
I firmly believe the great majority
would be greatly benefitted by its use.
Many people after perhaps trying a
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swing or two with that grip find it
difficult for some unknown reason to
take the club back, and think it
is impossible for them to learn that
grip, but a little explanation will show
that it is fairly simple after all.

I grip the club with the left hand
very firmly in all the fingers, the club
resting on the middle part of the fore-
finger and gradually getting a little
nearer the palm as it nears the little
finger, where it rests between the palm
and the joint; thus, if you lay a pen
or pencil from the centre of your
forefinger across to the joint of the
palm and little finger, you will prob-
ably gather my meaning. My thumb
is placed straight down the top of the
shaft; slightly on the right if any-
thing; many people find it better to
place it at the right hand side of the
grip; I find it gives me more control
when placed on top. When you have
taken your grip with the left hand

there should only be about half an
inch or so of the shaft projecting at
the top end of the handle. My right
hand grasps the club in a similar man-
ner with the exception of the little
finger which rests on the knuckle of
the left forefinger, and the thumb
which is slightly more across the grip;
as will be seen by the illustration,
Plate one.

The right hand is not held quite so
firmly as the lef t ; it is the left hand
that must control the club on its up-
ward swing. The great thing with
the right hand is to grasp the club well
in the crook of the forefinger, other-
wise there may be a tendency of the
little finger to slip off the knuckle of
the left forefinger. Having got the
grip to our satisfaction we next take
up the stance How far apart the feet
should be of course depends a good

Plate No. 2, showing turn of wrist and position
of club and feet in the first movement

of the upward swing.

Plate No. 1. Grip and stance.
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deal on the height. You will best be
guided by feeling comfortable; don't
overstretch or you will lose a lot of
power, as well as suppleness. I stand
with my right foot about six inches
in advance of the left, but the player
would do well to observe the follow-
ing rules: If he has a tendency to
slice, stand with the feet square; if
inclined to pull, advance the right foot
a little, but not more than six inches.
Having satisfied yourself as to the
stance that will suit you stand well
on the heels, weight equally distrib-
uted on both feet. I would like to
point out, it is very important to stand
with the weight firmly on the heels,
because if you allow yourself to stand
at all on the toes, you will very soon
develop the habit of falling on to the
ball when the club is coming down, a
very common fault; and persons suf-
fering from it usually make the mis-
take of trying to remedy it by address-
ing on the inside of the ball, whereas
if they just stood a little closer and
well on their heels they would have
no trouble in effecting a cure.

Now having the weight well bal-
anced on both feet, draw a line from
the left heel straight forward; the ball
should be placed about four inches
behind that line, or about opposite
the nose. The distance the player
stands from the ball is the next thing
to bear in mind, but if the player
stands firmly on his heels and elbows
slightly bent he cannot go very far
wrong; another way is to stand the
length of your club from the left knee
to the ball, away from the ball, which
is usually pretty near the mark. We
now try the backward swing. The
backward swing you must remember
is the most important part of the
whole swing. If you don't take your
club back in the right manner you can

hardly expect it to come down prop-
erly; usually as you go up so you come
down. For instance, the man who
complains of pulling his arms in to his
body and tries all sorts of ways to
push them out, if he would just notice
his backward swing he would probably
find his arms were going right out
from his body, so what could happen
but they would follow the same line
down again. I would strongly advise
everyone to study the backward swing
a little more and not bother so much
about flicking off daisies, which gives
you the idea; away from the ball you
think you swing fine; no such thing;
the face of the club brought down
at any angle will switch off a daisy
but it has got to be just so before you
get the ball away properly; so if you
don't get your club into the right po-
sition at the top of your swing, you
have very little or no chance of the
face of the club meeting the ball as

Plate No. 3, showing wrong turn of the wrists
in commencing the upward swing.
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it should. Proceeding with the up-
ward swing, I would again remind you
to keep a firm grip with the left hand
and to control the club on the back-
ward swing with the left hand, at
the same time keeping the right hand
nicely in its place. I will now call
your attention to Plate two, for the
first part of the upward swing. You
will notice the club has been taken
about two feet on its upward journey;
the only movement made was simply
the turning of the wrists, the feet I
would specially mention must be kept
perfectly still during this movement;
there must be no attempt made to turn
on the left foot until the club has cov-
ered at least two feet towards the up-
ward swing. If you start the left
foot and hands at the same time, you
will probably find the feet and hands
are not keeping very good time to-
gether, and that your body is ahead

of the ball at the moment of impact.
The first two feet of the upward
swing is well worth you strict atten-
tion; it is here that the great majority
of the faults are commenced; if you
study the first movement and learn to
get it correctly you will solve a lot
of your difficulties. You will notice
the back of the hand is now facing the
ball and the face of the club pointing
in a straight line with the left toe.
Plate three shows a wrong position
of the wrists and a fault which you
see everyday. It is that turn of the
wrist which players when experiment-
ing with the overlapping grip fail to
get; they usually start like Plate three
illustration, and consequently find it
impossible to take the club back with
any freedom. By making the turn
of the wrists like Plate two illustra-
tion you will find it very simple to
continue the upward swing.

From this position the club is raised
to the back of the neck in almost a
straight line; at the same time you turn
on the inside of your left foot, raising
the heel slightly from the ground. The
movement of the club and the left foot
should be perfectly in unison because
you are now depending on the foot to
turn the hips and shoulders so as to
keep the club on a circular swing. If
you raise the club without turning on
the foot, you will probably develop a
good healthy slice, but by turning on
the left foot at the same time as you
raise the club, you just get enough
turn to make the swing a perfect
circle. The swing should be contin-
ued back until the hands are on a level
with the right shoulder, the right knee
being kept perfectly stiff all the while.
If you have performed this move-
ment correctly you should find your-
self in the position indicated by Plate
four; that is the left wrist almost

Plate No. 4, showing proper position of the
wrists at the top of swing.
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tinder the handle. You should at the
same time be looking directly over
the left shoulder at the ball, and there

should be a little more weight on the
right foot than when you started.

(To be continued.)
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When we stopped in the last article
it was at the top of the swing for the
drive, and, as I then mentioned, you
should be looking over your left
shoulder at the ball. Looking at or
keeping your eye on the ball is a theme
on which a volume might well be writ-
ten of the disasters in various matches
caused by failure in this respect.
Keeping your eye on the ball sounds
rather funny when one remembers
that most players have two eyes, but
for all that it is perfectly correct, and
if you will take the trouble to study
the subject you will notice it is the
right eye that comes in for the major
portion of the work. Now in keeping
your eye on the ball, it is not enough
to look at it in a general sort of a
way—you are taking big chances when
you do that. It is absolutely neces-
sary to keep your eye on the exact
spot where you wish the face of the
club to meet the ball; and be sure to
keep it there until the ball has gone.
As regards the downward swing. I
don't advise anyone to interfere in any
way with their swing when the club
is descending, as it is going at far too
great a speed for one to possibly have
very much control. As I mentioned

before, the all-important part is the
backward swing, and if your club is
taken back in a proper manner you
have very little to fear. The two
great things I would have you bear
in mind when the club is coming down
are: keep your eye glued on the exact
spot where you wish to hit the ball,
and make your left foot come into the
same position as it was before you
commenced the backward swing. I
wish you to pay particular attention
to the left foot, as it helps tremen-
dously to make you drive straight,
also to get the snap into the ball at the
proper moment. If the foot is allow-
ed to slide round as you will notice is
often the case with hard hitters, you
are liable to go anywhere from fifty
to a hundred yards off the line on
either side of the course, although the
swing might otherwise have been very
good. The thing is, you take up your
stance in a way that you think is aim-
ing straight for the right direction ;
now, if you don't come down into that
same place again just immediately
before you strike the ball, how can
you expect the ball to go in the direc-
tion aimed for? A good deal of atten-
tion is always paid to the follow-
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Plate No. 5.—Finish of drive

through; now once the ball is struck,
nothing you can possibly do is going
to affect it in any way. The turning
on the right foot and following
through is more to add the finishing
touches and relieve any strain on the
body which would be caused by sud-
denly stopping the club than anything
else. Mind, I am not advising you
not to follow through; quite the oppo-
site. I advise you to cultivate the fol-
low-through, because it is the natural
finish to a swing and it tends to pre-
vent undue strain on the body, but I
wish to point out it is not the all-im-
portant part of the swing that makes
you get a long ball or keep straight
that one-half of the players imagine
it is.

THE BRASSEY.

The brassey is used almost exactly
the same as the driver except, of
course, you have to adapt yourself to
all sorts of lies and positions as they
present themselves. It is a good thing
to learn to cut just a little across the
ball with a brassey; you will find it
extremely useful in the case of a hang-
ing lie or when the ball is lying a trifle
low. I don't mean of course for you
to play always with the cut, but only
in case of emergency. It is pretty
simple to learn. Just stand with your
right foot advanced a trifle more than
usual, and the left foot a little further
back. Take your club back a little on
the outside of the usual line in the
backward swing; in other words, push
your hands just a little further out

Plate No. 6.—Stance for full cleek shot.
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from the body as you take the club
back. To hook or pull a ball, advance
your left foot a little and bring the
right back; bring the right hand a little
more to the right-hand side of the grip
and hold more firmly with this hand
during the backward swing. A little
practice with these methods will en-
able you to slice or pull at pleasure.

The spoon or lofted brassey we
don't need to waste much time over.
It is played very similar to the brassey,
but being more lofted it hardly gets
the same distance. It is used for a
shot between the cleek and brassey or
by persons who for various reasons
are unsuccessful with the cleek.

THE CLEEK PLAY.

Although the spoon is a very useful
club, it is a big mistake to allow it to
take the place of the cleek. Any player
who neglects or does not use a cleek
has a very weak spot in his armour
which I cannot too strongly recom-
mend him to repair. Lots of golfers
imagine the cleek to be a difficult club
to use. I will say this: a good many
of the cleeks made to-day certainly do
require some accuracy; these last few
years cleek heads have been getting
shorter and shorter in the blade, until
about all you have left is the very,
very small center, but if you have a
cleek with a medium length face, it is
not a bit more difficult to use than the
mid iron, and there is no shot more
pleasing than a nice cleek shot. If you
take a glance at plate 6 you will notice
the ball is placed about six inches in a
line behind the left heel; or about
two inches further back than for a
drive, while the right foot is advanced
just the least bit more. The club be-
ing shorter you naturally stand a little
nearer the ball; if you observe the
same rules in this respect as for driv-
ing; that is, have the elbows slightly
bent and stand firmly on both heels,

you won't go very far wrong. The
same turn of the wrist and upward
movement is observed as with driving,
but the club being shorter and more
upright, the swing is naturally a little
straighter up. If you take up your
stance as shown by plate six and swing
the club almost as you would your
driver, keeping perhaps a little more
pressure on the left foot, you won't
be very far wrong. Now, this ends
us with the driving clubs, so we will
turn our attention to where all battles
of the links are won and lost, viz., ap-
proaching and putting.

THE SHORT GAME.

First we will direct our attention
to the wrist shot, pitch and run with
the mashie, that is, the shot where you

Plate No. 7.—Top of swing for wrist shot made
with mashie
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Plate No. 8.—Stance for lofting shot with mashie.

pitch the ball a little short of the green
and allow it to run the remainder of
the distance.

You will notice by plate 7 the ball
is placed about midway between the
two feet; it should be on the right-
hand side of the center if anything
and almost two-thirds of the weight
is kept on the left foot. Stand well
on the heels and grasp the club firmly
with both hands towards the lower
end of the grip; but, as with the
driver, the controlling hand is the left.
In the upward swing the left arm is
kept fairly stiff; there is very little
bend from the elbow, while the right
elbow is kept close to the hip. The
wrists must be started in the same
manner as shown in plate 2, and as

soon as the turn of the wrists are
made bend the left wrist immediately
straight up into position as shown
by plate 7. There must be no turn of
the left foot for this shot; all you
need is a slight bend of the knee as
shown by the illustration; anything
more than this will make you very
inaccurate. With this shot the ball is
struck first and the turf immediately
afterwards. The club should follow-
through about the same distance as
taken back.

To loft a ball with the mashie, take
up your stance as shown in plate 8
with the ball opposite the left heel and
the weight well back on the right foot;
grip a little more firmly with the right
hand than left for this shot; in fact,
if you want the ball to stop very dead
hold quite slack with the left hand.
In the backward swing the club must
be kept quite close to the ground for
about twelve inches. Take your club
back about the same distance as shown
in plate 7. The left hand being a little
relaxed for this shot, the arm of
course is not so stiff as in plate 7, but
the right elbow is kept in about the
same position, close to the hip. Keep
your eye as much on the under part
of the ball as you possibly can, and as
the club is coming down snap your
right wrist into the club, get well un-
der the ball and bring your wrists up
smartly. That imparts what is known
as the under-cut which Harry Vardon
used with such deadly effect. Another
way to pitch a ball is to cut across it.
Stand with your right foot a little
more advanced than usual, push your
wrists out from the body as you take
the club back. This has the effect of
cutting across the ball and imparting
a side spin.

(To be continued.)
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Continuing with the wrist shot with
the mashie, we learned from last
month's article how to play the pitch-
and-run, also how to play a lofting
shot with the mashie. You will note
the pitch-and-run shot was played
from a little behind the centre of the
two feet with the weight inclined to-
wards the left foot, while in the lofted
shot the ball was placed opposite the
left heel with the weight back on the
right foot. To play a run-up shot
with the mashie, the club is held firmly
in both hands, the ball is placed almost
in a line with the right foot, and the
weight is kept decidedly on the left
foot, the club is lifted rather straight
up in the backward swing and should
be kept close to the ground in the
follow-through. I want you to under-
stand: the pitch-and-run is the ordi-
nary or usual mashie shot; the pitch
shot shown in the last article is the
extreme in lofting shots, and the run-
up shot just mentioned is the extreme
in running-up shots; so you will see
by varying the position of the ball
from the center to the left foot in
unison with the weight of the body
upon the left to the right foot, you
can control the height which you wish

the ball to go, also the amount of run
you require on the ball. In running-
up shots you vary the ball from the
center to back in a line with the right
foot, keeping the weight on the left
foot according to the amount of run
need.

Passing from the wrist shot, we
next come to the half shot. Plate 9
shows the top of swing for a half iron
shot. In the half mashie shot the
club is taken back exactly the same
distance. It is as well if you compare
illustration Plate 9 with Plate 7. You
will notice for the wrist shot the club
is taken back until it is about midway
between the horizontal and perpen-
dicular; in the half shot it is stopped
between the perpendicular and hori-
zontal. A good way to tell for the
wrist shot is take the club back until
it is horizontal, then bend up slightly
with the left wrist. For the half shot,
take the club back until perpendicular
then bend over slightly with the left
wrist. I find a great many people take
their club back almost a full swing
for all approach shots, then try to
regulate the force of the blow by
coming down slow or fast as the occa-
sion requires. This method cannot be
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Plate No. 9.—Top of swing for half iron shot.

too strongly condemned; it will get you
into the habit of ducking the right
shoulder and digging into the ground
before you get to the ball. Short
approach shots should be regulated by
the distance you take the club back
and the ball should be struck in a
sharp, crisp manner. Correct timing
is just as necessary in approach shots
as in driving. In the half shot with
the mashie the club is held firmly in
both hands, the ball is placed about
the center of the two feet and the
weight slightly more on the right foot
than for a wrist shot; in the backward
swing keep the left arm quite stiff
and the right elbow close to the side,
raise the heel slightly for this shot,
keeping a good pressure on the left
foot, take the club back as far as

shown by Plate 9 illustration and fol-
low through the same distance as the
club is taken back.

It is a bad thing to play any longer
shot than the half shot with the
mashie, although there are some cases
where it may be used to advantage;
for instance, when you want a long,
high shot over any obstacle or the ball
to stop unusually dead, but generally
speaking after the half shot it is better
to play a half shot with the iron. It
is played in exactly the same manner
as the mashie with the exception that
you place the ball a little further for-
ward and keep a little more weight on
the right foot. The height of the ball
can be varied by using the same
methods as for the wrist shot.

Plate No. 10.—Stance for full iron shot.
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Plate No. 11.—Stance for putting, pendulum swing.

Next we come to the three-quarter
or full iron shot. Take up your stance
as shown by Plate 10, the ball being
about the centre of the two feet, the
right foot advanced about seven
inches, a little pressure being kept on
the left foot and a firm grip with both
hands. Take the club back until the
hands are on a level with the right
shoulder and the club in a horizontal
position, taking a three-quarter turn
on the left foot. The controlling hand
should be the left. The left elbow
bends slightly and the right elbow is
just clear of the side during the back-
ward swing.

The driving iron is used in the same
manner except the weight is kept a
little more even and the ball is placed

the least bit nearer the left foot, thus
you will notice the straighter the face
of the club, the more necessary it is
for you to stand behind the ball.

We now come to putting, probably
the most scientific part of the game,
and in which, because of the extreme
delicacy of the swing, you are more
likely to be erratic than in any other
part of the game. Good putters are
few and far between, and for no other
reason than that golfers do not attach
sufficient importance to the methods
of swinging the putter. We often
hear good putters are born and not
made. That certainly is not correct, for
some of the best putters to-day were
at one time absolutely hopeless on the
putting green but by dint of persever-
ance and practice have overcome their

Plate No. 12.—Stance for putting on a rough green.
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faults and to-day rank among the
finest putters there are. Take James
Braid, for instance, you could scarcely
find anyone more hopeless with a
putter than he up to a few years ago,
and now he is ranked one of the best
in Great Britain. Watch Mr. W. J.
Travis putt; he is probably the finest
putter the golfing world has yet seen.
In making a guess I should say he was
probably, like Braid, a poor putter at
one time but through practice and per-
severance has raised his putting to its
present standard. [Quite true—ED.]

In putting, the ball should be placed
exactly between the two feet, the feet
being almost on a line; the weight
should be as perfectly even as you
can possibly get it. In holding the
club the overlapping grip should be
reversed; that is, the first finger of the
left hand should overlap the little
finger of the right hand. Both thumbs
should be kept straight down the
shaft. The club while held firmly
must not be held too tightly. It is
a delicate swing and requires a deli-
cate touch. Now just imagine you
are a clock and the putter head a pen-

dulum; let the putter swing in a nice
smooth easy manner you see a pen-
dulum of a clock swing, keeping close
to the ground all the while, and try
and keep a perfectly straight line to-
wards the hole. Learn to do this and
you will soon be able to putt. This
style of putting applies to smooth
greens; on a rough place the stance
is taken up as in Plate 12, the ball
being a little nearer the right foot and
the weight more on the left foot; the
club is lifted a trifle straighter in go-
ing back, which makes you catch the
ball a little more on top and imparts
more roll to the ball. It is unneces-
sary to add that strict attention must
be given to keeping the eye on the
ball during these shots and care taken
not to look up until the ball has gone.

In conclusion I would say that
everyone is capable of playing the
game of golf sufficiently well to enjoy
it, and so as not to be a nuisance to
themselves and everyone they play
with. Get your professional to start
you on the right road, practice care-
fully, and above all persevere, and im-
provement is bound to follow.

¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡
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HOW I WON THE OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP
By GEORGE SARGENT

The Editor has invited me to write a
short article and tell the golfing public how
I won the Championship. I will do my
best in as few words as possible.

First of all, perhaps it would be as well
if I gave a brief outline of my career
as a golfer. There were so many different
stories going round during the Champion-
ship at Englewood that it was rather diffi-
cult to tell whether a backwoodsman, cad-
die, or some well-known champion in dis-
guise had carried off first honors. I am
sure they will be pleased to know it was
not a backwoodsman at any rate, but like
nearly all prominent professionals, I com-
menced my career as a caddie lad.

I first saw daylight August 2, 1882, in the
little village of Brockham, in Surrey. At
the age of four my parents moved to Ep-
som, where golf was only just commencing
at that time. The first recollections I have
are of playing up and down the road, with
a stick, with a knob or crook at the end,
and trying to drive along a round pebble,

in imitation of the golfers. It must cer-
tainly have needed some accuracy.

Well I remember the first caddie match
I played in—I often have a quiet smile
over it. We had enough balls to go round
but clubs were very scarce, the consequence
was a few had to play with knobby sticks.
We played man to beat man. In the first
round I was fortunate in borrowing an
old lofting iron, my opponent had only
knobby sticks. The result was, although
he had quite a bundle, by the time we were
half way round he had smashed all the
knobs off and was forced to retire. How-
ever in the next round, I had to return
my lofting iron to its owner and was again
reduced to knobby sticks, and meeting an
opponent who was armed with a cleek, I
soon met my Waterloo.

I continued as a caddie until nearly
twelve years old, when I commenced my
apprenticeship to Tom McWatt, who was
and still is professional to the Epsom Golf
Club. As a club maker, I had nearly six

° ° ° ° ° °
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years under McWatt and got fairly well
drilled in the art of club making and was
also playing a fairly good game; in fact,
at 16 years of age, I could hold my own
with a scratch man. McWatt always spoke
of me as the coming champion and used to
urge me to practice all I could. He will
be glad when he learns of my success. It
was while I was with McWatt I first saw
Harry Vardon. He and Jimmy Braid were
playing an exhibition match over Epsom;
Harry Vardon had won his first champion-
ship that year. They were looking round
the club maker's shop as professionals us-
ually do, and McWatt showed them a head
I had made, and told them I had been only
three years at the trade. They were both
very much interested and asked me a num-
ber of questions as to my playing, Vardon
saying, "Well, laddie, you may be a cham-
pion yourself some day." I intend to recall
those words when I write to him. After
nearly six years with McWatt, I went un-
der Harry Vardon at Ganton, which was
about the time he was at his best. He
would challenge three of us out of the
shop, then we were like the cow's tail—
all behind. I had a year with him, and
although I did not adopt his methods then,
I did later on. From Ganton I went as
private professional to Sir Edgar Vincent
at Esher, Surrey, and it was while I was
there, I played my first game in a cham-
pionship. It was at Muirfield that year.
Before going to Muirfield, I went and saw
my old master, Tom McWatt and he gave
me some very strong advice. He says,
"Now, when you go on that first tee, grip
your club for all you are worth, and, says
you to the ball, you . . . I'll make you go."
I followed his advice with the result I hit
a beauty and did the first hole in three.
I was drawn against Willie Park, and af-
ter the first round was in fifth place. It
created a big sensation, for I was only a
youngster and all sorts of brilliant futures
were prophesied for me. Harry Vardon
laughs about it yet, how everyone was go-
ing round, asking who the blazes Sargent
was.

Shortly after I went as professional to
the Dewsbury Golf Club in Yorkshire,
where I stayed four years. I won one or
two prizes in open tournaments and showed
up fairly well in championships, but I had
not much chance of developing my game.

From Dewsbury I went to Ottawa, Can-

ada, but again got little or no encourage-
ment as a player. I was there three years,
playing only in the Canadian Champion-
ship, with the exception of last season,
when I competed at Myopia. It was last
season when I seriously determined to try
and make a name as a player. I put in
every minute I possibly could practicing,
and although it was gruelling work I stuck
at it for all I was worth. I competed in
the Canadian Championship and was run-
ner-up with a score of 304, four strokes
behind the winner, Albert Murray.

I next turned my attention to the U. S.
Championship at Myopia, but whether it
was the weather or not, I don't know.
Certain it is I could do nothing right, and
I was too disgusted to return my card for
the first round, which was over 90. When
I cooled off and saw how bad almost
everyone else was I realized my mistake,
and promptly made up my mind I had torn
up my last card.

I went to England for three months last
winter and had some good practice. I had
games with players like Tom Ball and
Fred Robson, and the way I played with
them I knew I was going well. I came out
to the U. S. in March and put in
six weeks with Herbert Barker at Gar-
den City, which I consider is a very fine
course and campares favorably with the
British courses.

From Garden City I went to Hyde
Manor and was there about six weeks be-
fore competing for the championship.

Prior to going to Englewood I had a few
days' practice at Garden City and it was
then I commenced to develop a feeling I
was going to win; that feeling never left
me, and even when I started the first round
6 5 5 5 , which was enough to dishearten
anyone, I never lost confidence. After the
fourth hole I pulled myself together and
managed to get round in 75. On looking
over my morning score I says to myself, if
I can start decent this afternoon, I shall
have a lot of strokes to come and go upon.
But the first four holes seemed to be my
hoodoo. I again started bad, taking 4 5 5
5. However, I consoled myself that it was
two strokes better anyway, so kept jog-
ging along and got out in 38. Coming
home I started with two fives and then
sliced my ball into the long grass at the
twelfth going up the hill. At that hole I
saw I had got to pull myself together. I
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did. I got a four there, then reeled off
the last six in 3 4 3 3 4 3, giving me a
72 for the second round, and a good posi-
tion on the day's play. In the meanwhile
MacNamara, who came in with us in the
afternoon, owing to his partner dropping
out, had played fine golf and was round in
69, giving him a lead of five strokes over
me, while Dan Campbell, who had a fine
71 in the morning and 75 in the afternoon
was one stroke ahead. Nipper Campbell
and Gil Nicholls were one behind and Alex
Smith two. In looking things over it
seemed to me only those in the forties were
going to have any say in the first prize at
any rate. I concluded the best way was
to go ahead and play my game. I felt I
could get somewhere near 70. I got a 72.
MacNamara took 75 which reduced his lead
to two. Alex Smith took 74 which opened
up a gap of four strokes between us, while
Nipper Campbell and Gil Nicholls both
dropped back.

It looked now like a battle between Mac-
Namara and myself. We were playing so
close together that we knew all the time
just how we stood. I started bad the first
three rounds but made no mistake the last
one; too much depended now on every
shot to make mistakes. We each started
with four fours to the first four holes. I
drew first blood at the fifth with a 3 to
MacNamara's 4; he squared matters at the
sixth with a 4 to my 5. At the seventh
MacNamara took 4. I got a 3 and reduced
his lead to one, but we were both going at
a rare pace, and it was a case of who could
last it out, we each got a four at the
eighth. On the ninth I holed out my putt
for a four, when there was a loud clapping.

I wondered what for, when someone says,
"You are level with MacNamara;" that, of
course, put me on good terms with myself.
A few friends came up and advised me
to keep cool and not attempt too much, but
it didn't seem to me I could get excited
just then. I might have been made of
wood for all the feeling I had, there was
just the one determined object in my head,
to Win, and it stuck there right to the
last. We each got fours at the tenth and
eleventh. I got a good drive at the twelfth
just short of the green, and as we were
going up to the ball someone told me Mac-
Namara had taken 5. I immediately set
my mind on a 3 and a two strokes' lead. I
played a good approach which left me six
feet off and then putted out for a 3, two
strokes in front. I felt the struggle was
over, and just plodded along the last six
holes. I played one or two careless shots
perhaps, but I never felt in doubt as to the
result. When I holed out the eighteenth
for a 2 the gallery gave me a great ovation.
My brother pro's were also very, very gen-
erous with their congratulations, which
was very gratifying, as I had come amongst
them almost an entire stranger, and I
thank them all for my kind reception.

In conclusion, I would like to mention
one thing. It is up to MacNamara, myself
and all the younger generation to try and
raise the standard of golf in this country
a notch higher. I think we need to do that
before we can claim to be on an equal
footing with the Old Country. The older
professionals have raised it to its present
standard and cannot have too much praise
for their work. It is up to us to go ahead,
and there is no reason why we cannot do
it. GEORGE SARGENT.

° ° ° ° ° °
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